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Naman Howell's product liability team includes well-respected trial lawyers skilled in

handling dangerous and defective product matters. Naman, Howell, Smith and Lee, PLLC

realizes the importance of protecting and advancing the brand reputation for

manufacturers and distributors.

The attorneys of this team have decades of experience representing manufacturers and

distributors of various products in state and federal courts throughout the state of Texas

and across the nation

Many of our attorneys have earned reputations throughout the industry as skilled

practitioners who not only develop a deep knowledge of the product at issue but the

overarching business concerns faced in any serious product liability claim.

Representative products defended by the attorneys on this team include the following: 

● Automotive products/accessories

● Automated control systems

● Aviation accidents

● Recreational products (Personal Watercraft, Motorcycles, ATVs, UTVs)

● Consumer goods and appliances

● Hand and power tools

● Heavy equipment (construction/industrial)

● Agricultural equipment

● Cranes, hoists, lifts

● Tires

● Medical products

● Recreational equipment (guns, sporting goods, etc.)

● Process control equipment

● Pressurized vessels

● Adhesives

● Building products

● HVAC equipment

● Propane/natural Gas equipment
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Our Approach to Product Liability

Naman, Howell, Smith and Lee, PLLC's product liability attorneys are familiar with the

latest strategies and methods used by opposing counsel and strive to minimize exposure

through focused and purposeful discovery and negotiation.

The lawyers practicing in this area have acted as regional and national counsel for

various product manufacturers, appearing as lead trial counsel and as coordinating

discovery counsel for a variety of products.

Our Texas product liability attorneys are also frequently called upon to provide

training to manufacturing clients on: 

● Liability prevention strategies

● Warnings

● Other strategic issues

Our attorneys are known for their proactive advice and efforts to control spiraling costs.

Building upon a nationwide network of counsel and proven expert witnesses, the

attorneys in the product liability section at Naman Howell provide skilled, effective,

honest and loyal representation.
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